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KETIV-IS:ERE OR POLYPHONY: THE Uhl! DIST.INCT.IOl 
ACCORDING TO THE MASORETES, THE RABBIS, 

JEROME, QIRQISANl, AND HAI GAON 

I. TIBERIAN ii! 
For more than a century, Semilists have debated the origin of ,

r
·berian 

Hebrew II/. Some have claimed that it was an artificial creation of the 
Masoretes; most have held that it was not:1 In all of this dis9ussion, 
very little attention has been paid to the question of precisely what the 
Masoretes intended their il!-sign to represent. It has often been I tacitly 
assumed that this sign was intended as a representation of a phpneme 

* 

1 

It is a great privilege to participate in this tribute to Professor Shelomo Morag, 
to whom I owe so much. It was his introductory course on the history of the 
Semitic languages (in 1963-4) which inspired me to enter the field. And it 
was his explanation of the biblical ketiv-tere distinction, based on his work 
on the Yemenite reading tradition of the Talmud and its inde'pendence from the printed text (Morag 1960a:121-22, 1963:,:-n: n6, 1967, 1969:183-84), 
which made it possible for me to understand the sources on which this article 
is based. 
I have discussed some of the points made in this article and/or shown drafts 
of it to a number of colleagues: Professors Menahem Ben-Sasson, David 
Berger, Daniel Boyarin, Sid Leiman, Yeshayahu Maori, Jordan Penkower, 
and Israel Yeivin. I am very grateful for their comments; however, the 
mistakes in this article are mine alone. I would also like to acknowledge the 
gracious assistance I received from the staff of' the Yeshiva University 
libraries. See the literature cited in Steiner (I 977:41 -47, 1991 :1501-3), and, more recently, Voigt (1992:45ff). 
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Ketiv-�ere or Polyphony: the tu-fO Distinction [2) 

/§/ which contrasted with /s/ and, at least originally, with /s/.2 The 
first linguist to reject this assumption was Schramm (1964:19): 

It is quite certain that for the Tiberians, <§> was nothing more 
than another way of writing <s>, since, in the passage cited 
above in connection with the pronunciation of <r>, the letter <s> 
is cited among the environments for the lenis pronunciation, but 
the examples illustrating this point are spelled with <s> as well as 
<s>, and <§> itself is not listed separately as one of the 
environmental factors. 

Schramm also suggested the possibility that "the Tiberian diacritic 
which distinguishes between <§> and <s> [sic, for <s> l is in the nature 
of an orthographic compromise which indicated the emendations deemed 
mandatory without altering the rejected forms". In support of this 
possibility, he pointed to list 103 of 'Okhlah we'okhlah "headed by the 
caption 'Eighteen words spelled with sin3 and pronounced as samekh"' 
(Frensdorff 1864:120-21). 

Schramm cited only two pieces of evidence for his views. A small 
amount of additional evidence supporting those views was presented by 
Steiner (1977:46), but Semitists have continued to ignore them. The 
purpose of this article is to refine Schramm's insights based on a more 
comprehensive study of the evidence. 

2. PROBLEM 
In order to understand how the Masoretes viewed their iv-sign, it is 

helpful to consider how the matter was understood before the creation 
of that sign. How did the Masoretes and the Rabbis view the fact that 
their reading tradition had two different sounds, [s] and [s], 
corresponding to a single sign, ti!, in the received consonantal text of 
the Bible? 

2 See, for example, Moscati (1980:35-36). 
3 In reading sin, Schramm follows Frendsdorff, The correct reading, as 

recognized by Gordis (1971 :37), is Sin. See further below. 
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Two answers are possible: (1) polyphony: like the n"�J 1"lJ j letters, 
ti! is an 'at kefulah4 having t�o values, viz. [sl and [sl; (2) kear-kere: 
ti! has only one value, viz. [s], but many words written with that sign 
are not read as they are written.5 

I 
The difference between these two analyses concerns the rel

1
tionship 

between ti! and [sl. Unlike analysis 1, analysis 2 assumes hat the 
Masoretes

, 
did not vie':

, 
W. as representing [s] in Gen 40, 11 �ntl!i: 'and I 

squeezed (read [wa as\Ia(ll, any more than they viewer n as 
representing [hl in Song 1, 17 1m,n1 'our rafters' (read [rahi!eru])6 or 
than Americans view <!> as representing [pl in lb. (read [pa'edl). It 
assumes that the Masoretic reading tradition reflects �no�, rather than 
�ntl!�1, just as it reflects 1m,�, rather than 1l�'n1. It should b� noted 
that analysis 2 is almost completely ignored in modern scrolarly 
literature. iv is almost never 

_
mentioned in discussions of ketiv-ke1e; even 

Gordis (1971:37)7 contents himself with a bnef ment10n of the list m 
'Okhlah we'okhlah (Frensdorff 1864:120-21). And, outside of the 
aforementioned works of Schramm and Steiner, ketiv-kere i never 
mentioned in discussions of iv. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

3. PROPOSED SOLUTION 
Although the biblical authors of the First Temple period must have 

This term, whose literal meaning is 'double letter,' is used in Se/er Ye�irah to 
refer to polyphonous letters; see below. 
I.e., many words which appear in the written text tradition (mG.soret) with 
<S> are realized with [sJ in the oral reading tradition (mi�rCJ.)). For the 
independence of the two traditions as the source of the ketiv-kere distinction 
see the works of Morag cited above and also Buhl (1892:100-101), Reach 
(1895:32-33), Schramm (1964:65), Levin (1972:67-73), Steiner (1977:46), 
Breuer (1977-8:104-5, 1980-1), Barr (1981), Morrow and Clarke (1986:420) 
and Morrow (1992:27). (I am indebted to S. Z. Leiman for the reference to 
Levin [l 972), which led me to the works of Buhl and Reach.) See also §11 
below. 

'Okhlah we'okhlah has a list of ]'1j?1 'n,:i,n 'VYb:t 'n ':tn:ii p'm '1 
'n (Frensdorff 1864:102). It also has a list of '1 )'1j?1 ', pm )'7b '1 and several 
long lists of'' '',j?1 .. .'1 ''nJ (Frensdorff 1864:86-7,' 102, 106-7). No one 
would suggest that the Masoretes viewed these as cases of polyphony. 
I am indebted to David Halivni-Weiss for reminding me to check this work. 
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Ketiv-Js:ere or Polyphony: the W-iV Distinction [4] 

perceived tv as a polyphonous sign representing both Isl - realized as 
the voiceless lateral fricative m - and Isl (analysis 1), that perception 
was eventually altered by the merger of Isl with Isl in the Second 
Temple period. With the notable exception of R. Hai Gaon, most Jews 
of the amoraic and geonic periods, Rabbanites and Karaites alike, 
viewed tv as having only one value, [s] (analysis 2). 

The Rabbis, the Masoretes, Jerome's teacher, Qirqisani, and the Jews 
to whom R. Hai Gaon addressed his responsum show clearly that they 
did not view the sibilant in [yisni'ell and [siml)a] - an [s] descended 
from the older [½] - as a second realization of the letter tv. They 
assumed, rather, that there was a discrepancy between spelling with 
tv and pronunciation with [sl. Unlike later generations, they viewed 
Tiberian iV = Babylonian tb not as a separate letter sin, but as a hybrid: 
a sin from the orthographic point of view, but a samekh from the 
phonetic point of view. The fact that they labeled this hybrid a 
ketiv-k:ere sheds much light on the origin of the latter, as will be 
explained at the end of the article. And the fact that the sign iV was 
never intended to be a representation of the old phoneme Isl (and 
indeed is only indirectly related to it) means that, under some 
conditions, it is possible to connect that sign with original Isl without 
emending the Masoretic pointing. 

4. iV IN THE MIDRASH 

A nalysis 2 is the basis for midrashic interpretations of words 
containing tv, in which "die Hagada erlaubt sich ... ohne Weiteres, auch 
ohne das sonst vorkommende 'ij7n 'ni, einfach die Lesung als sch zu 
Grunde zu legen" (Berliner 1872:40). Most of these derashot are marked 
by the word ptv[J] or the word J'nJ - usually both together (]'tv[J] 
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J'nJ or ]'tv[J] J'nJ). On rare occasions, we find 'O 'ij71 'tv J'nJ. 8 i I have 
located a dozen derashot containing these phrases scattered thr6ughout 
amoraic literature,' almost two dozen (some of them the samej as the 
earlier examples) in the geonic Midrash �aserot wiyterot10 plus a few 
others in late sources. With rare exceptions, 11 derashot containink these 

8 See Wertheimer (1989:246) = Marmorstein (1917:38) and bYoma 75b, lbelow. 9 Lam. Rab. to 1, 14, 2, 6, 3, 8, Lev. Rab. 9, 3, 23, 10, Pesi�. Rab Ka�. 133b, 
jSanh. 28a, jAZ 41d, bYoma 75b, bBB 9a (but the phrase :J'm "'ll!J is 
missing ,in some manuscripts), bSofa 3a and 5a. There are appar ntly no 
tannaitic examples.  Indeed, according to  Naeh ( 1991-2 , even 
ketiv-interpretations involving defective spelling are much less co mon in 
tannaitic literature than generally thought. I am very grateful t Daniel 
Boyarin for sending me Naeh's article, which is not yet available in New 
York, by fax and express mail. It was called to my attention by hamma 
Friedman in a letter which arrived minutes before I was due to ail my 
article to the editors. 10 See Wertheimer (1989:242[§33], 245(§41], 246(§42,§44], 263[§76], �66[§83], 276(§102,§104], 2871§132], 288(§137], 302(§184], 305[§202], 322(§252,§253], 325[§264], 327[§267 ,§268], 328(§270], 329[§274,§2761) and Marniorstein (1911 :36[§13]). I 11 The most famous exception is bBB 9a: ll/1in :J'm 1"'11!:J 7r.,n', :iv;', 11.mn N'?;, 
n�17 ::m "111'11 '"It is to share your bread with the hungry' [Isa 58, 7]. It is

l 

written 
with a Sin: withdraw/clarify (puroS) and then give him/it". In MT, the word 
is  written with a s a m e k h. Maori  (1 993:282) argues  t�at t h e  
derasha presupposes a text different from MT, and hence is not an e*ception 
at all. The spelling with Sin is, in fact, attested in the Halle manuScript of 
>Okhlah we)okhlah, but that is not very strong evidence, since it is only one 
of several W-o spelling interchanges ip. that manuscript (Dfaz Esteban 1975:XLI). Maori is not troubled by the absence of the phrase J"'ll!:J 
:i�n::, from some manuscripts, but the next two exceptions (especially the 
second one) show that this phrase was sometimes interpolated by later editors 
into contexts where it did not belong. The exceptions in question are found 
in Midrash };aserot wiyterot. One of them begins and ends with iv: :J'l'1::J "1'l7tv 
OiN ?II/ 1'n1iVII/ '?:i i'1:lV1:l N1,111/ )'11/:J "Seir (Se'ir), written with iiin, for he 
causes all a man's hair (Sa(Grotllw) to stand up" (Wertheimer 1989:245(§41] = Marmorstein 1917 :44(§521). The other one reads: 'nll/11/? ,;,v;n ':J:Ji:J ,noo', 
'i::n rll7i� ,:i::,17 'ntVIV T"'lV:J :J'l'1'.:) "'To a mare (la-susllti) in Pharaoh's chariots' 
(Song 1, 9) - <1-SSty> is written, with Sin. I rejoiced (.foSti) over the chariots of Pharaoh ... " (Wertheimer 1989:325(§261] = Marmorstein 1917:72(§451). It is 
obvious that this derasha is not evidence for a text different from the MT. It 
must be attributed to a misunderstanding on the part of a late editor. The 
version of this derasha preserved in the Mekhilta [Horovitz-Rabin 1960:112] 
and Cant. Rabba [cited below] had :J'l'1::J 'l'1007 '<P·ssty> is written', i.e., 
[le-sasti1 rather than <1-swsty> = [la-susii1i1. This version suggests that the 
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phrases follow a strict pattern: they convert Tiberian ill into tv. By 
contrast, derashot which do not contain these phrases (e.g., those which 
contain the phrase '1j? n ? N) 12 do not exhibit any discernible pattern, 
substituting sibilants for each other with complete abandon. 

A few of these derashot cite both the ketiv and the /;ere, taking one 
as a promise of reward and the other as a threat of punishment. 13 A 
clear example is found in bYoma 75b: Nl'ln 'J 111:lN .1'? 0 Jl'1j?11'? lV J 'nJ 
.J'1? '0J Ji1 ? i1 1:l1111n1N J'?J1N D'))tV1 ,i11? tl/ J  ,mi. D'?J1N D'j?'1l1 "<slyw> is 
written, but we read [s�lawl. R. I:Ianina said: The righteous eat it in 
tranquility (salwah); the wicked eat it, and it is like thorns (silwin) to 
them". According to one manuscript, 14 there is a second example in 
bYoma 76b = bSanh. 70a dealing with the effects of wine described in 
Ps 104, 15. In this case, however, only the ketiv is interpeted 

orthographic anomaly which originally provoked the derashah was the 
defective spelling of the [u] vowel, not the spelling of the sibilant. According 
to Naeh (1991-2:405-7), even this version is not original. 

12 Pace Gordis (1971 :79), it seems likely that there was originally a clear 
distinction between derashot containing the phrase ,,pn ?N and those 
containing the word :J'l1'.). The latter are derashot suggested by, or at least 
compatible with, the consonantal spelling; the former frequently contradict 
it, in unpredictable ways. As a result, I shall, for the most part, refrain from 
citing the many ,,pn ?N derashot involving iv cited by MinlJ,at Shay (to 
Zeph 1 ,  12 and Mal 2, 15), Berliner (1872:41, 1878-9:24-25), Waldberg 
(1969-70:4b) and Wertheimer (1989:206-7). 

13 They are part of a larger class of derashot exhibiting the formula ... :J'l1'.J 
... il'.:,t N ?  ... il:it ... p,,p, " . . .  is written, but we read .... If he has merit ... , if 
not. .. ". For some reason, they are particularly common in the last two 
chapters of bYoma: 72b, 75b, 76b (two examples, one of them found also in 
bSanh. 70a). Cf. also bYebam. 63a and the shorter variant ... 16 CN1 ... i1JT ON in 
Gen. Rab. §8, §63 (Theodor-Albeck 1965:65, 686) and Lev. Rab. §13:4 
(Margulies 1993:280). They assign reward-punishment readings to the 
orthographic ambiguities inherent in the unvocalized consonantal skeleton of 
the Masoretic text (defective spellings as well as spellings with W). Lev. 
Rab. §13:4 suggests that these derashot have a biblical model, viz., Isa 1, 
19-20. In Gen. Rab. §63, the formula is extended to the syntactic ambiguity 
of "1 '))l1 "1J))' J"11 "the elder shall the younger serve" (Gen 25, 23). The search 
for every imaginable type of ambiguity in the biblical text is mandated by 
the midrashic principle of omnisignificance. 

14 According to the Talmud Manuscripts data base of the Saul Lieberman 
Institute of Talmudic Research, JTSA Rab. 218 to bYoma 76b reads Jl'"1j?1 
nbO'. We should probably also read inbOb il'.:,i instead of 1nbtvb n::,t. 
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midrashically, the !;ere being left in its plain sense: .nr.io, Jl'1j?1 1;11:llV' 'n :i 
1;,r.ir.iwr.i i1Jt N? , inr.iwr.i i1Jt "<ysml)> is written, but [y�sammal)l isl read. If 
he has merit, (the wine) cheers him (m,samm,ho). If he does not have . 

I 
merit, it desolates him (m,samm,mehu)".15 A third example is �ound in 
Midrash baserot wiyterot to Num 21, 18 (Wertheimer 1989:276(§104] = 
Marmorstein 1917: 61): D'1tV D?1lli1 J1:l J'Nl11' 1:i1 D�tl/ ,;,r.i',1 J"'tVJ

J

1c,,w ', :i  
i1 n '1:lJ i1 ))1 111? i1 J1� 7111:l 0'10 1N? DN1 ,J1� Dtl/1 ;,',;, n, D'1'lVJ 
Dli1 'l? "Every occurrence of sarim 'princes' is with sin. Why? B cause if 
they have merit, they go out from the world singing (sarim), wi h songs 
and praise and a good name; and if not, they turn aside (sari ) from 
the good path to the evil path, going to hell at death". 

Other derashot assign interpretations of the ketiv and the !;ere to 
different authorities. Midrash Yelammedenu, as cited by the 
Aruch (Kohut nd:191, s.v. tl/ JJ), reports such a controversy co cerning 
Num 28, 3: ., �Jr.ii NJ c,,,� :i;, D1'1 n1l1))i1 n N  D'lVJ1J Ji1 tV D'lVJJ D'171� lV"'J 
)'l'J ?r.i Ji1tl/ ' OJ D'OJJ J'�11 j?  1l� J"'tVJ D'lVJJ J1nJ tl/ '� ? ))  �� i1"'J 

�
;,', 111:lN 

lJ ? i1))11:l 'OJJ 11:lNltl/ ) ? tl/J ? �ill/' ?ti/ Ji1 'n1l1)) "The school of S ammai 
says, '(you shall sacrifice ... ) sheep (kavasim),' for they trample ( ovasim) 
the sins down, and then the Day of Atonement comes and atotles. The 

I 

school of Hillel said to them, 'Even though it is written <kbsyrti> with 
sin, we 16 read it [bvasim] with samekh, for they make the ;sins of 
Israel as white as snow, as it is said (Jer 4, 14): 'Wash (kabb,si) your 
heart clean of wickedness"." The disagreement here may be whether lV' 
N1j?1:l? DN "the oral reading tradition (pronunciation) has primacy" or lV' 

15 The letter n was read [h] in Babylonia. Thus, the second interpretation 
apparently combines t'tv ::l'l1:l with N"rl ,,p, while the first combines ,,p 
7"bO with l111'n :J'l1'.). 

16 If this were the exclusive 'we,' referring only to the school of Hillel, this 
would be a derasha of the �,pn ?N type. That this is not the case is shown by 
a comparison of l"bOJ 0'0JJ )'N"11j? 1lN J"'!VJ Jm:itv ,n 7)) �M with the 
examples of 1:J l)'ip1 'N ::l'l1'.) cited in fn. 14, above, and with Nu. Rab. §14:4 
n1"1 b!Vb N7� J'n J J'N1 n1"1 b01:l J'M"11j? 1lN 'J"1 J Ji1Ji1 i1'J"1 J ,"N 'R. Berechiah the 
Priest son of Rebbi said: We read [masmarot] 'nails,' but it is <mSmrwt> that 
is written.' 
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m1or.i';, ON "the written text tradition (spelling) has primacy".17 Other 
examples of this type will be discussed below. 

Normally, however, only the ketiv is mentioned, as in the following 
examples from amoraic sources: bSo/a 3a to Norn 5, 12 l'N 11:IN tl!'j?7 tl/'1 
nuwn 1nt11N nuwn 'J tl!'N tl!'N 'Nltl/ muw m, 1J ODl J"NN ni'Jll 1J1ll o,N 
J'nJ "Resh Lakish said: A person does not transgress unless the spirit of 
insanity enters him, for it is said: 'When any man's wife goes astray 
(tis/iih)' - <tsth> 'goes insane' is written"'; jSanh. 28a to Eccles 12, 11 
0'1tl!ll o,,r.ior.in 'lN )IJ1N1 0'1tl!ll m,r.iwr.i nr.i J'nJ m,r.iwr.i O'll1Ul m,r.ior.iJ1 
)IJ1N1 '" And like fixed nails (masmarot)' - <msmrwt> is written. Just as 
the watches (mismiirot) are twenty-four in number, so the nails (in a 
sandal to be worn outside on the Sabbath) are twenty-four in number"; 
jAZ 41d to Prov 27, 26 Nn J'nJ O'tl!JJ 0'11nll n1t11 ,,nr.,1 1t111J77 O'tl!JJ 
n,1n '1J1 Jn'm7 tl/1D O'lUj? r1,r.i'int11 n)ltl!J 1:i'J '"Sheep (kabasim) for 
your clothing; he-goats, the price of a field' - <kbsym> is written. 
Howso? When students are small, simplify (kabos) the words of the 
Torah for them"; Pesi!,. Rab Kah. 133b to Isa 3, 17 1?:11tl/ ,J'nJ nnt111 
motiNn '?:l)IJ tl/11j? )111 J1)1n' N7tl/ omnnwr.i '"And he will bare (wasippai))' 
- <wspl)> is written. He guards their families (mis pa hot am) so that the 
holy seed not be mixed with the nations of the lands"; Lev. Rab. §9:3 to 
Ps 50, 23 (Margulies 1993:176) '11tl/ 'lO n'n11N O'tl/1 'nJ J'tl! 111 Otl/1 '"And 
he who sets (siim) his way' - sin is written. He who evaluates (sii.m) his 
way is worth much"; Lev. Rab. §23:10 to Judg 4, 18 (Margulies 1993:542): 
'ti/ ,nJ,r.io 1n1:11 ,nJ,r.io 1r.it11t11 '7J ,i,:,rr.i N71 Nipr.in 'iJ ,v ,i,Pn tl!'j?7 tl!'1 '?:IN 
lltl/1 1n1N ilJ )Ill N7tl/ il'7ll 1'll?:l '?:ltl! ,ilJ '?:Ill/ ,J'nJ "Resh Lakish said, 'We 
went over all of Scripture, and we did not found an object whose name 
is samikiih. And what is (meant by) samikiih? Sin is written, My name is 
here/so (fami kiihlkoh). My name testifies that that wicked man did not 
touch her"; Lam. Rab. to 1, 14 nN '7ll N'Jil7 1'N il"Jj?il 1j?tl/ J'nJ l'tl/ 1j?tl/l 

17 If so, the positions adopted here by the schools of Hillel and Shammai are the 
opposite of the ones attributed to them in bSanh. 4a = bZev. 37b; cf. fn. 28, 
below. For the subject in general, see Abramson (1985-6) and Naeh (1991-2) 
and the sources cited there. 
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n v , n  '" b o u n d  f a s t  (n i s l, a d) '  - s i n  i s  w r i t t e n .  T h e  
Holy-One-Blessed-Be-He watched (s ii!,ad) for a way tb bring 
catastrophe upon me"; Lam. Rab. to 2, 6 J'nJ 1Jtl/ 1nJN 1"N 1Jtl/ JiJ or.in,, 
n"Jj?il 7tl/ 1nr.in ilJJtl/ 7N1tl!' 17ltl/ J1'J '"He has stripped his Booth l (sukko) 
like a garden.' R. A.bbahu said: <skw> is written. When Israel Jent into 
exile, the anger of the Holy-One-Blessed-Be-He subsided!"; Lam. 
Rab. to 3, 8 )11tl/N1 j?)ITN 'J Ol 11:INl 1J7 l'U1Dl 1'tl!)l?:l 11J:iil ,nN'i "fnr.in 7J 
pnn'inn i1Jorn 1r.int11 'D7 J'nJ onw ,n,nn ono "When a person pr ys after 
the community, his deeds are scrutinized individually. For that r ason, it 
says 'Even when I cry and shout, he shuts out (siitam) my pr yer' -
<stm> is written, for the community had finished (siittamm 1) their 
prayer11

• 

It should be noted that at least half of the dozen amoraic e amples, 
especially the ones in Lamentations Rabba, involve exceptional pellings 
with ti!: Judg 4, 18 nJ'?Jtl!J, Isa 3, 17 nnt111, Lam I, 14 1j?tl/l, Lam 2, 6 
1Jtl/, Lam 3, 8 ontl/, and Eccles 12, 11 mir.it11r.iJ1. These cases Jere, no 
doubt, the first to draw the attention of the darshanim. 1 8  Midrash 
haserot

. 
wiyterot, on the other hand, adds many ketivl-1,ere 

derashot mvolvmg words in which the spelling with ti/ is common (e.g., 
nnr.it11 'happiness,' O'?Jtl!J 'perfumes,' ilN'tl!l 'lifting, forg�iving'), 
presenting them in the form of generalizations: 'every X (in Scripture) is 
written with sin' (Wertheimer 1989: 266[§83], 305(§202], 325(§264]) = 
Marmorstein 1917:28bis, 49[§75]). 

It should also be noted that these derashot are evidence that the 
letter-name sin did not arise until well after the talmudic period 
(perhaps under the influence of the Arabic letter-name sin).19 Had it 

18 They are also the cases which interested the Masoretes (see below). For 
additional parallels between midrashic literature and masoretic literature see 
fns. 24 and 27, below. 

' 

19 According to Frensdorff (1968:205, s.v. iii.v), the phrase 1'1'0 ::l'l1::J is attested 
in Jaco,? b. Hayyim's edition of the n1?1il miq;,r.i (Venice 1523-5), but the 
form T '0 is nowhere to be found in any of the three places cited. All of 
them have T'1'tv, printed in a font which does not distinguish clearly between 
tv and ·O. However, in the subsequent edition (Venice 1546-8) ::l'l1::J 
J"'O does appear in at least one of the three places (mp to J�dg 9, 22). As 
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been possible to read the phrase J 'nJ ] 'II! as [sin ketiv], it is unlikely 
that that phrase could have been used as a justification for the 
midrashic intepretation of iv as [s]. 

Indeed, there seems to be great ambivalence in midrashic texts 
concerning the name and identity of the letter which we today call sin, 
an ambivalence which must be seen as another manifestation of the 
Rabbinic view of iv as a ketiv-kere. In sources focusing on the kere, the 
letter in question is called samekh. Thus, in Gen. Rab. §79 to Gen 33, 19 
(Theodor-Albeck 1965:948), the interpretation of the second letter of 
,HJ 'll!P is: □ 'J)';,o 'O 'samekh is for selas.' And in Pesikta Rabbati §8 to 
Zeph 1, 12, we have: N'7 N 7 "1:1 0  N11p Ni'l n N'7 NM N 1"N ll! � n N  N'i1i1 nJ) J i1 'i11 
□ ''711!1 1' n N  ll! � n N  ] "'II! '"On that day, I shall search.' Rabbi Aha said, 
'Read (k-r-') not samekh but sin - ['al)appesl ' I  shall free Jerusalem' '."20 

noted in fn. 41, below, the Arabic letter-name sin is used by QirqisiinI, Ibn 
Quraysh, and Al-FiisI with reference to the sound represented by Hebrew 
O and iv. The use of sin as a Hebrew name for iv is probably connected with 
the rise of the view that iv and !V are different letters. This late view, like the 
view which takes � and i to be different letters, reflects a reanalysis of the 
orthography based on the assumption that the Masoretic pointing is an 
integral part of it. 

20  I t  should be noted that, in  both o.f  these examples, we are dealing with 
spellings with iv in the Bible. We have avoided evidence based on spellings 
with iv in Rabbinic sources, since such spellings may originate with later 
copyists. Thus, in Gen. Rab. §17 to Gen 2, 21, editions based on the Venice 
edition of 1545 read: .7"r.,o '.l 'nJ J'N ]NJ 1J)1 1�0TT n';, nm:i '1'N '11 ' '1J N l'ln 1 "N 
TT!:lJ) JOI!/ N "1J l nN1J ll!/ ]1 'J "R. Hanina b. R .  !di (Ada) said: From the 
beginning of the book until here (wayyisgor), no samekh is written. When 
she was created, Satan (Siitiin) was created with her". However, this source 
cannot be cited as evidenc� that the Rabbis viewed the first letter of 1Div as a 
samekh, since all of the manuscripts read lDO (sG!iin) instead of 1DtV (SQ{iin) 
(Theodor-Albeck 1965:157). The same is true of evidence from those 
liturgical acrostics which have a word beginning with iv in lines where O is 
expected (cf. Allony 1969:43-44). The occurrence of n,m:iiv in the 0-line 
of El Adon and of iipiv and n,iz) in the 0-lines of (Al lfef cannot be taken 
at face value, since it is likely that these words were spelled n,m:io, ,,po and 
tl'10 by the authors of these compositions; cf. iln}JO and n,o in the 
ma�zor published by Yahalom (1987:24) and p n•or., in Gen. Rab. §13 
(Theodor-Albeck 1965:114). The alternative would be to assume that a 
change in the order of the alphabet had already taken place (see fn. 32, 
below), but the presence of rnniv in one of the W -lines of (Al !;le!> makes 
this unlikely. 
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In sources dealing with the ketiv, like the ones cited earlier it is 
called sin. Thus, in bSo(a Sa, where the word 11!/ J (Isa 6 6, 2 3) iJ 

'
taken 

to be an abbreviation, one opinion holds that its middle letter stabds for 
sarui)ah 'putrid',2 1 while another holds that it stands for sa 'ol '�heol' 
l "'!l! J J 'nJ1 'since it is written (ketiv) with sin. '  Already ln th; 
Mekhilta to Exod 15, 25 (Horovitz-Rabin 1960: 156-57), we read: 1� 0l 011!1 
i11W 7';,r., ) 'J '1'1 ' 11!!< 1 m; 711 11:l ';,•1 N Nll!l 'll!l ,J)!l!W ' 1  '1J1 ,,1';,11) 1';, Nll>l 011! -
,1•1';, n m 'N 11';,1,; N'7m , 'J)11r.i11 , rJ1'7 N 'J 1 1';, 11:i N . 11w 1; 'l J ll! N1 n N  Ndi 'mN1 
.7 "1:IO J  K'7 N J 'nJ N'7 JNJ1 J"'ll! J N'7 N '"And there he tested them' j there 
he raised them up, so R. Joshua, as it is said (2 Kgs 2 , 2 7) ,  
'Evil-Merodach raised the head of Jehoiachin, king of Judah,' and it 
says (Num 4, 22) ' Raise the heads of the Gershonites'."22 R. leazar 
Hamodai replied, ' Raising up is dependent on sin but (the word) ere is 
written (ketiv) with samekh'.'23 This is similar to Cant. Rab. § :49 to 
Song 1, 9 • nl!ll!l!I! □ll!J ,1 "Jp,1 1r.i N . J 'nJ , noo';, <1 ))1� 'JJ 1J , no1 0';, o• � �  ,, w 1, 
7"1 '1 J 'i7J) ' 1  '7 "N ... '7 N111! ' '711! 0<1 'Nlll! 1 J N'7 'n!l!II! 7J □ 'J □1 J N';, 0" 1 r.,,1 ';,J) 
7 "1:IO J JNJ1 J''.'ll! J

. 
J 'nJ '111! '1!1

, 
11:INlll!

. 
1:l"J .o• � �  "R. Pappus24 taught:/ 'To a 

mare (la-susat<) m Pharaoh s  chanots (I have likened you)' - <lss

1

y> is 

21 Read sari}J,Qh 'putrefaction' with MS. Vatican 110 (Talmud Manuscripts data 
base of the Saul Lieberman Institute of Talmudic Research). 

22 He may hold that the second letter of NW) is samekh or he may simply be 
comparing Ps 4, 7 no) 'raise up,' not to mention contemporary spellings like 
N,0) , ,Ol 'prince' used of Bar-Kokhba. 

23 A similar midrash connecting ilOJ 'tested' with NIVl 'raised up' is found in 
Gen. Rab. §55 to Gen 22, 1 (Theodor-Al beck 1965:588). This factor should 
be added to the linguistic ones cited by Dotan (1990:25) to explain why the 
Masorah magna of the second Rabbinic Bible to that very same verse lumps 
examples of NIVJ together with examples of i10l. 

24 This is the version of the name given in the handbooks, but our text and a 
Genizah fragment of the Mekhilta have 0'!:i!J, and some MSS. of the 
Mekhilta have 0"�� (Naeh 1991-2:405-6, Horovitz-Rabin 1 960:112). This 
name, the same as that of a tanna cited in the Mishnah, is equivalent to 
Papias, a name borne in the same period (beginning of the second century) 
by the bishop of Hierapolis, Phrygia. 
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wrilten.25 The Holy-One-Blessed-Be-He said, 'Just as I rejoiced (sasti) 
to destroy the Egyptians in the sea, so I rejoiced to destroy the 
Israelites"2 6 '... R. Akiva said to him, 'Enough Pappus! Every place 
where rejoicing is mentioned, ii is written (ketiv) with sin, but (the 
word) here is with a samekh'." 

The three passages cited in the preceding paragraph follow one and 
the same pattern. They end with a view which explicitly labels the letter 
in question a sin, but they open with a view which seems to assume that 
it is a samekh. In other words, like the passage cited above from 
Midrash Yelammedenu, some of them seem to record a disagreement 
over the identity of the letter ill stemming from a more fundamental 
disagreement over the relative authority of the oral reading tradition 
(pronunciation) vs. the written text tradition (spelling).27 

5. ill IN THE TIBERIAN MASORAH 

The same ambivalence towards ill is found in the writings of the 
Masoretes. Like the Rabbis, they did not have the letter-name sin;28 

they had a variety of ways of referring to the letter which we call sin. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

At times, they call it samekh, as in the passage from Baer-Strack 

I.e., without waw. According to this version, R. Pappus takes the verse to 
mean: "To 'I rejoiced over Pharaoh's chariots' I have likened you" = "To my 
rejoicing over the destruction of Pharaoh's chariots I have likened my 
rejoicing over your destruction". For a different interpretation, based on a 
Genizah fragment, see Naeh (1991-2:405-7). 
Like the previous derasha, this one too is paralleled by one of the masoretic 
notes discussed in Dotan (1990:24). The relationship between Masorah and 
Midrash ought to be re-examined in the light of such parallels. 
This is not true of the third example, however, where both opinions appea1 
to the ketiv. R.  Pappus cites the defective spelling of the vowel as evidence 
for his interpretation, while R .  Akiva cites the spelling of the sibilant with 
samekh as evidence against it. In the M ekhilta's version of the debate 
(Horovitz-Rabin 1960:112), the positions are reversed and R .  Pappus does 
not mention the ketiv. According to an important Genizah fragment of the 
Mekhilta, neither does R. Akiva (Naeh 1991-2:406-7). It is interesting to 
note that, according to bSanh. 4a and b�id. 18b, R .  Akiva advocated the 
primacy of the pronunciation. 
See fn. 20, above. 
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(1970:7) discussed by Schramm:29 0"7T tlll:l'tl mmN mvtv'7 tv"'7 ll:ltl' 7tvN:i 
i1J7l:l7 , ?N:�' 'lJ 11:l: ,_

'�iJ _tv"'7 Nl' ,N1tv 17 l1l:l0i1 n1Ni1 nnn i1'i1)1 n":!10 
... ,i17tvl:li1 When res 1s adJacent to one of six letters, whose mnemonic 
is zd"/ s�"t, and there is a shewa under that adjacent letter, the res is 
pronounced softly as in [yisrii'ell, [misrii] .. . ". Similarly, a list of twenty 
contrasting minimal pairs described as J'lV 7n, ll:lO 7M 'one samefh and 
one sin' in 'Okh/ah we'okh/ah (Diaz Esteban 1975:93-94, Fre�sdorff 
1�64:56-57) i�cl�des seven pairs which today would be described ,r.s 'one 
sin and one sin (e.g., tvil - tv7l and 'll7'Jtvi1 - 'll7'Jilli1).30 'Of h/ah 
we' okhlah considers ill as equivalent to o for the purpo es of 
alphabetizing,

_ 
as well (Diaz Esteban 1975:XXXIII and passim).31 

At other times, the Masoretes call the letter in question sin, as in a 
lo

_
ng :lp�abetical list of unique forms described as tv J1i1'lV'77 'be

,
inning 

with sin (Gmsburg 1975:592-97) but containing many forms be inning 
with sin (e.g. Nill, the first item on the list). Similarly, the Ma orah 
magna of the Aleppo codex (Goshen-Gottstein 1976:541) h

�

s the 
note itv?J J'lV n:i i tvl):l 'ka'as: four morphologically related ases3 2  

written with sin' (Job 5 ,  2). The Masorah parva of codex Len·ngrad 
Bl9a has notes on exceptional spellings with ill like tv i,:, ·7 'one case 

29 
30 

31 

32 

! 
See above. 
Gordis (I 971 :35) correctly notes that in this list 'Sin [is] called Samekh.' Statements about O illustrated by words containing iv are also found in the Risa/a of lbn Quraysh (Becker 1984:337-39; cf. his discussion on p. 59) and 

the Jami' al-'alfa, of al-Fasl (Skoss 1936:444-45; cf. also p. 7, II. 156-58). 
The dictionaries of Saadia (Allony 1969:43-44) and al-Fasl do the same. The 
p r i n c i p l e  i n v o l v e d  i s  e xp l a i n e d  by Ibn  B a l < a m  i n  S e f e r  ha�#mmud (Abramson 1975:70, s.v. 7Jizl): 'J 7bOi1 mNJ n17bi1 i17N 'nNJi11 
::n1::,br1 N? }{lj:n�n ".,nN "n!l"11 "I cited these words under the letter 
samekh because. I followed the pronunciation, not the spelling". The alphabetizing of W together with O is, of course, a departure from ancient practic� (attested in_ Ps 1 1 1 ,  _IO, Ps 119, 161 ,162,165, Lam 3, 63, and Lam 4, 21) which grouped IV with W.  It has been suggested that this change in the order of  the alphabet is evidenced already in the liturgy (Luzzatto 1966:20-21, Berliner 1878-9 :23-24), but this is not certain (see fn. 21, above). 
T_he wor� N)tv?::i 'i_n the language' is used to indicate 9ases of the morpheme with various affixes and morphophonemic alternations, rather than phonetically identical forms which may be unrelated morphologiCally. 
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written with sin' (Hos 8, 4, Lam 2, 6), IV i1J1 7 'one case, and it is 
written with sin' (Judg 4, 18, Hos 9, 12), b ilJ 1 n1 IV ilJ i n  :i 'two cases, 
one written with sin and one written with samekh' (Lam 3, 8). 

When the Masoretes wished to avoid ambiguity, they had to refer to 
both aspects of iv. Thus, the Masorah magna of codex Leningrad B19a 
(Loewinger 1971:34, Weil 1971:168) contains a list of exceptional spe!Hngs 
with iv including five of the amoraic examples cited above: Judg 4, 18 
�J'l'.l lVJ , Isa 3, 17 n �IV1, Lam 2, 6 1JIV, Lam 3, 8 tm lV, and Eccles 12, 11 
n,1r.i1Vr.iJ1. Its heading is o 1'1jl1 IV ilJ \ 'ten ( words) written with sin but 
read with samekh.' Most of the other published versions of the list 
(Frensdorff 186 4:120-21, list 103 [and appendix, p. 42], Ginsburg 
1975:601)33 also have the words 'written with sin but read with samekh' 
in their heading. Now, the fact that these words exhibit ketiv-l;ere is 
completely irrelevant here; hence, it would have been much clearer and 
simpler to use the term sin (e.g., 1' 0 ilJ \) had it been available. 

6 .  iv IN JEROME'S COMMENTARIES 

Analysis 2 is the basis of Jerome's discussions of iv. Failure to 

recognize that fact has Jed scholars to suggest that Jerome knew nothing 

of iv (Moscati 1980:36) or that he knew only a few examples of it 

(Sutcliffe 1948: 122-23) or that he 'was not very clear about the matter' 

(Barr 1967:24). 
Jerome exhibits the same inconsistency in referring to iv as the 

Rabbis and the Masoretes. In Heb. Quaest. in Gen. (Lagarde 1959:33-34), 

where he claims that Isaac commemorated his discovery of water at 

Beersheba by changing its name from J) Jtv 110 (Gen 21, 30) to 1l( J 

J1 Jiv 'well of abundance' (Gen 26 , 32), he uses the letter-name samech: 

Isaac ad nomen ciuitatis ... declinauit paululum literam, et pro 
stridulo Hebraeorum sin, a quo sabee incipitur, graecum simma, 
id est hebraeum samech posuit. 

33 I am indebted to Jordan Penkower for the latter reference, 
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"Isaac ... altered slightly a letter in the name of the city,' ,and, in 
place of the hissing Hebrew sin with which <sb'> begins! he put 
Greek simma (=sigma), i.e. Hebrew samech."34 

I In his commentary to Titus 3, 9 (Migne 1884:630), on the other hand, 
he shows that the letter-name sin, 35 used above of the tu in J)

l

tv 1l( J ,  
can also be used of  the iv in 7!(1iv': 

Nos et Graeci unam tantum litteram s habemus, illi ve o tres, 
SAMECH, SADE et SIN: quae diversos sonos possident. I lac e t  
Sion per SADE scribitur: Israel per SIN, et tamen non soet hoc 
quod scribitur. Seon, rex Amorrhaeorum, per SAMECH J

�

teram 
et pronunciatur et scribitur. 
"We and the Greeks have only one letter s, but they, i fact, 
have three - samech, �ade and sin - which have dil/erent 
pronunciations. Isaac and Sion are written with �ade, and Israel 
with sin, and yet that which is written is not pronounced. Sean 
[11n,o] king of the Amorites is both pronounced and writt

i
n with 

the letter samech."36 

According to the interpretation of Sutcliffe (1948:122) and Barr 
(196 7:24), the qualification 'and yet that which is written iis not 
pronounced' pertains exclusively to 'Israel with sin.' We may assume 
that what Jerome has in mind is that the written letter sin is replaced in 
pronunciation by samekh, for he goes on to say that Seon is not only 
pronounced with a samekh but also written with one. 

34 In other words, Isaac substituted the sound [s] for the normal sound of the 
letter Sin, viz., the hissing sound [SJ. 

35 Je_ron:ie writes sin here, but one must not be 'misled by the purely graphic 
comc1dence of Jerome's writing sin with our usual writing sin' (Barr 
19�7: 23). Th�ere can be no doubt that Jerome's sin is a transcription of [Sin] 
(usmg s for [s], faute de mieux) rather than [sin] for 'Jerome's account of the 
sound of SIN is that it has a stridor foreign to the Latin tongue' and that it is 
different from the sound of samech which has the vallle of Latin s (Sutcliffe 
1948:122). 

36 I am indebted to David Berger for this translation and the one th8.t follows. 
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Based on these passages, Sutcliffe (1948:123) comes to the following 
conclusions: 

First, the Palestinian Jews of Jerome's time had not divided the 
one character by name into the two values of shfn and s fn. They 
knew ii by the one name shin and the initial sound of that name 
indicates the phonetic value which they considered to be that of 
the character. Secondly, certain words written with this character 
were pronounced differently and not with the initial value of 
shin. Thirdly, this was considered anomalous, a fact which shows 
that the original polyphonic nature of the character had been 
forgotten. Fourthly, these words, the pronunciation of which was 
considered anomalous, were pronounced with the sound of 
samech, and the language had lost the second of the two sounds 
originally designated by the one character shin. 

These judiciously formulated conclusions are virtually identical with 
the conclusions we have derived from Jewish sources. The only question 
is why, and in what sense, Jerome considered iv anomalous. Did he 
know only a few examples of it (Sutcliffe 1948:122), as a result of 
'limited ability in the auditory classification of sibilants on his part' 
(Barr 1967:25)? Or did he hold that 111 has only one value because the 
Jew who taught him the alphabet was, like the Rabbis, a proponent of 
analysis 2? 

Analysis 2 certainly seems to be implied by the expression non sonat 
hoc quad scribitur 'that which is written is not pronounced.' Indeed, that 
expression is reminiscent of the expression N7jil 'lN JnJl 'lNll/J N7 'I am 
not read as I am written' in bPes. 50a. And the subsequent, contrasting 
expression et pronunciatur et scribitur may be compared to the 
expression 'iji1 ilJ in the M asorah parva of codex Leningrad B19a (1 
Sam 6, 17); the Aramaic expression is used in the sense of 'not only 
p r o n o u n c e d  b u t  a l so  wr i t t en '  t o  s t re s s  the  absence of  a 
ketiv-kere (Yeivin 1980:96), and that is what its Latin counterpart seems 
to indicate as well. 
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This would not be the only description of a phonetic ketiv-kere in 
Jer�me's writings. In commenting on the word Apedno (1l7�N) in tan 11, 
45, Jerome writes (Glorie 1964:935) 

I 
Notandum autem quod .. . in isto tantum loco apud Hebraeos 
scribatur quidem phe sed legatur pe. 
"Moreover, it should be noted that ... in this place alone in the 
works of the Hebrews, phe is written but pe is read". 

Jerome's formulation here is highly significant. It would hav been 
perfectly natural to present the phonetic peculiarity of 1l7�Nr as an 
example of polyphony, by explaining that the Hebrew Jette phe, 
normally pronounced like Greek cp, 38 has the value of Latin p39 in this 
(foreign) word. Instead, Jerome adopts the language of the Rab is and 
Masoretes, translating ... '7ji1 ... J'm as scribatur ... sed /egatur .... •o 

The expression non sonat hoc quod scribitur shows that he had a 
similar view of 111. That is the reason why Jerome never says Iha it has 
two pronunciations. 

7. iv IN QIRQISANf's Kitab al-'Anwar 

Analysis 2 did not immediately sink into oblivion with the creation of 
the masoretic pointing systems in the post-talmudic period. It played an 
important role in the sectarian polemics of the ninth and tenth centuries. 
According to Qirqisani (Nemoy 1939:113,11.7-16), one Rabbanite argued 
that the Karaite rejection of oral tradition in favor of Scripture was a 
sham, since the Karaites followed the Masoretic reading tradition even 
in places where it contradicts the received consonantal text: 

37 
38 

39 

40 

For a full discus�on, see Steiner (1993). An aspirated [p 1 in the Byzantine school pronunciation of Greek· see Steiner (I 993:552). ' 
An unaspirated [pl The Iranian word from which 1l1!:lN is borrowed also has an unaspirated [pl. 
For Jerome's use of Rabbinic terminology, see Brown (1992:191-3), based largely on (but more rigorous than) Krauss (1894:235, 251 "2). J am indebted to S.Z. Leiman for the latter reference. 
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'll7' im,n'n" ']'n6 p:in ?Nj?n :1N:1nnN'iN ,n i:iN Nin JnN:;: JN oh 
J1mr.i ,n N1:l '7)7 i7'i1n?N i7Nij7 ,n ,r.ivn Nr.ilN mJ ]N ;-,';, ?Nj?' ]"lNJi?N 
inpn o'in 'M1 11'J NJ1mr.i o,pm '7Nl7n 'iNJ?N ooN 1:1n 7iNn 
7'iiJ1 ]'OJ i7Nij7n nlN1 ]'ll!J ?Nill!' JnJ' 7'iiJ1 ,-i,N ,,pnn 7';,i ']N?:JJ 
il7l Jm'1 ... ]'OJ nNij?n mN1 ]'ll!J Nin ,, J1ll!ll! nnr.iw n'ir.iw nnr.iw n'll!l7 
0'7nl7J Jm,, ... O'!,?lJll! i7Nij?n mN1 0'l7Jll! nNr.io, ,m,, i1Jl7l Nij?n mN1 

.... 'ij77N1 Jm'iN1 nwn'7N1 nwon'iN l7'1:l:I 7'iiJ1 O'inOJ i7Nij?n mN1 
"Then the author of this offered an argument, saying that 
whoever opposes the Sages, i.e. the Rabbanites, should be told: 'If 
you rely, in reading the Torah, only on what is written, and you 
find the name of the Creator, may He be exalted and sanctified, 
written with <y> and <h>, why do you read it contrary to that, 
saying [' Agonayl. Similarly, <ysr'l> 'Israel' is written with <s> 
but you read it with [sl, and the same goes for <'syt> 'you made,' 
<sm!_it> 'you were happy,' <smlh> 'garment,' <sm!_ih> 'happiness,' 
<sswn> 'joy'; each of these is with <s> but you read it with [sl.4 1  

And <n'r> 'boy' i s  written [Deut 22, 23,28], but you read it 
[na'ariil 'girl'. And 'she shall be impure seventy <sb'ym>' is 
written [Lev 12, SJ, but you read it [s�vu 'ayim] 'two weeks' .... 4 2 

And <b'plym> is written [ l  Sam 5, 6,12], but you read it 
[bait�!_ioriml. And the same goes for all cases of missing and 
superfluous letters and ketiv-kere ... ". 

41 Arabic sin referring to the sound [s] rather than the late Hebrew name of the 
ivsign. Cf. the occasional use of sin to designate an [s] written with Hebrew 
O in the works of QirqisanI's contemporaries, Ibn Quraysh (Becker 1984:309,#451 1no) and Al-Fiisi (Skoss 1945:347,11.19-20 one; cf. the 
critical apparatus). See also the discussion of the name sin above. 42 As noted by Abramson (1985-6:3ln2), this is an allusion to bSanh. 4a 
Nip�? ON w,, lJ"1i7 D""l1i'.:ltV 'we read [favucayim] 'two weeks,' and the oral 
reading tradition (pronunciation) has primacy' (cf. also bZev. 38a). The 
Masoretes did not add a note on the peculiarity of this spelling, presumably 
because they were interested only in minority details (Dotan 1990:18). Since 
there are no other occurrences of the word, our form cannot qualify as a 
minority spelling. 
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It is ironic that virtually the same argument was used by mairistream 
Karaites against Isma'n the 'Ukbarite, the ninth-century sebtarian 
whose radical rejection of oral tradition led him to deny the legltimacy 
of t

_
he kere tradition and to insist that every word in Scripture �e read 

as  
H 

1s wntten. Accordmg to Qirqisanr (Nemoy 1939:161), the 
mamstream Karaites refuted Isma'n by showing that even he Jias not 
completely consistent, since he was compelled to accept the kere -Implicit 
m every ll!: 

'7)7 ]1Jn ]N J)n i7Nij77N JN i771j7 'iJJ)77N 7')71:lON '7)7 NlJNn'.!IN ii 1j71 
71j7:1 J'll!J 7nl71l/!'7 'niJiv Nij?' JN Jl' mN N17Nj7 JNJ J1nJ9 ,n N1:l 
JN Jl' 7ni1:lN 7)7 'JJN iVW 7'iiJ1 niOJ i''.!1'1 Nli?N JNJ ]1:l li:J'9 'niJW 
]'ll!J Nij?' JN J)' O'iiV 7'iiJ1 ;mo i''.!1'1 Ni1i0 ]1J' JN ]1:l li:l'n 9w Ni;/' 
'J'.!I i7Nl)7):) ]1J'n J1mr.i ,n Nr.i '7)7 i)7l Nij?' ]N Jl' i7Ni1n?N in npin ,�, 

···<p'J'.!1 N? 
"Our comrades have refuted the claim of Isma'n the 'Uicbarite 
that the reading [of Scripture] should be according to 4hat is 
writte� �y saying that that would necessitate reading l'l'li�iq 
'.nl71ll! 7 I hope for Your deliverance' [Ps 119, 166] as 'T;l)�W ,;,ith 
[s] and changmg the meaning from '[I] hope[dl' to 'I broke'. 
Similarly, 7ni1:lN 7)7 'JlN iVW 'I rejoice over Your word' [ibi�., 162] 
would have to be read Wt/i and the meaning would change from 
'rejoicing' to 'six'. Similarly, 0''.IW would have to be read with [s]. 
And every JP,� in the Torah would have to be read il7l  
according to what is written, and its meaning would be 'b�;, 
rather than 'girl'." 
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8. iv IN A RESPONSUM OF R. HAI GAON 

Analysis 2 is also implicit in a query addressed to R. Hai Gaon in the 
eleventh century (Mann 1920-1:470):43 

N::11'J1 7ll!l)):) ,;,nr.ill! , J1ll!ll! , 7Jiv J1lJ 7MN mN J'71j71 mN [Jm]n p ,1):)7 
JMJ 

"Why is one letter written but another letter read, as in 
7Jll! 'wage,' J1ll!ll! 'joy,' ;inr.iw 'happiness,' 7l/!))1:l 'tithe,' etc.?" 

Hai begins by referring the questioner to Midrash haserot wiyterot, 
which, as we have already seen, provides midrashic explanations for the 
peculiarity in question - even for words commonly spelled with ti! like 
;inr.i!!I. He then dismisses that work on the grounds that it does not have 
a fixed text, and proceeds to provide a more 'reliable' response. 

Hai notes that the words listed by the questioner are spelled with 
ti! not only in Scripture but also in everyday usage, suggesting that a 
more mundane explanation is in order. Indeed, he rejects the entire 
premise of the question, viz. analysis 2, in favor of analysis 1: 

[7]1:lt:>J J'N7j7l1 )'l/!J JMJ N::11'J1 MM1:ll/!1 J1ll!l/!1 7Jl/! )'Jn1J [1'],! N7j71:lJ 17'N 
N7j71:l7 ON ti!' 'J ,ll!77'M7 1ln'lll! JM"17j71 n1J1nJJ 17'N '7,t 0'71:l1N 1l"M 
JmJ 1l'N 1'71n 7J7 ,,,�N JmJ N1Ml/! ,I):) 7Jl/! 1ll!Jl)1 .n710[1:l7] ON ll!'1 
1lnl N7 'J ))71l , J'll!J N7'N JMJ Nl11'J1 7Nl/! 7'l)ll! 7'l)ll! MM):)l/!1 J1ll!l/! 7Jl/! 
1J ll!'1 J'll! N1M 1J71J ,mmN 'nll! l/)):)l/)):) )'ti! N?N l/!77',17 177,t 0'7J7 

.p J1m'? ,p,nlvm ,1]1,1 pw'?;i ,,�,o 1;mw 01pr.iJ 7r.io wr.iw'? 
"If it were (only) in the Bible that 7Jll! 'wage,' J1ll!ll! 'joy' and 
;inr.ill! 'happiness' were written with sin and read with samekh, 
we would say that these are like the ketiv and the !;ere which 
were given as a basis for midrashic interpretation, for 'the 
!;ere has authority' and 'the ketiv has authority'; but now that in 
everything one writes - even mundane things - one spells 

7Jll! 'wage', MM1:ll/!1 J1ll!ll! 'joy and happiness', 7'l)ll! 'goat', 

43 Cf. also Abramson (1985-6:31-36). Abramson's study is the first to bring 
together the discussions of Qirqis3.nI and Hai Gaon. 
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7'l)ll! 'Seir(?),' 7Nll! 'leaven' only with sin, it is obvious that these 
things were not given as a basis for midrashic interpretatibn. It is 
rather the case that <s>in serves as two letters: normahy it is 
[s]in, but it has the ability to serve as [s]amekh in plac where 
the scribes of this language had that custom and transmit ed that 
spelling tradition". 

It should be noted that Hai's answer, like the question, de ls only 
with words like J1ll!ll! and ;inr.iw. It is possible that Hai would ac1ept the 
amora1c derashot mvolvmg 1Jll!, onw and ll!l)J, since these spellings do 
not conform to everyday usage. Although not all of the amoraic 
derashot involve spe!Hngs of the latter type, Hai directed his criticism 
agamst what he perceived to be the excesses of the geonic Midrash 
haserot wiyterot. 

9. iv IN Sefer Y e#rah 

The midrashic view of iv as a ketiv-!;ere provides an explana ion for 
an anomaly in Sefer Yqirah's classification of the Hebrew !letters. 
According to that work, the Hebrew alphabet is divided into three 
groups. The first group (l/!"1:lN mr.iN l/!7ll!), discussed in chapter 3, tonsists 
of the three matrix letters through which air, water and fire were 
created. The second group (n"7�J 7"lJ m'?,�J l)Jll!), discussed in chapter 
4, consists of the seven double (i.e., polyphonous) letters used to create 
the seven planets, the seven days of the week and the seven orifices of 
the head. 

Each of these groups has an anomaly which would be eliminated if 
7 and ti! were to switch places. The problem with the first group is that 
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it does not consist of the initial letters of the biblical names for air,44 

water and fire. Thus, the matrix letters do not match the names of the 
elements they were used to create: ... □'1:lJ '1:l mN 7''m11 ... miJ 'N mN 7''m11 
l!/NJ 'l!/ mN 7''m11 "He granted the letter aleph dominion over air .. . the 
letter mem over water ... the letter sin over fire" (3, 6-8). If the first 
group were 1"1:lN, we would have the much more logical: '1 mN 7''m11 
l!/NJ 'N mN 7''m11 ... □'1:lJ '1:l mN 7'71:lil ... n11J. 

The problem with the second group is that it is not homogenous, for 
the r,"�J 1"lJ letters have two different paintings indicating their two 
ungeminated realizations while , does not.45 If the second group were 
r,"tv�J 1"lJ, it would consist entirely of letters to which the Masoretes 
assigned two different paintings. 

It  follows that under analysis 1, lV would have had a stronger claim 
for membership in the second group than 1, 46 and its inclusion in that 
group would have had the added advantage of allowing 1 to take its 
rightful place in the first group. Thus, the failure to include lV in the 
second group would seem to indicate that Sefer Yes/rah agrees with the 
Midrash in accepting analysis 2.47 

10. BABYLONIAN W AND OTHER HYBRID SIGNS 

In the Babylonian pointing system, the counterpart of Tiberian iv is a 
l!/ with a small □ above it (tb). It can be viewed as an �\�empt to 
represent the hybrid nature of an entity which is a iiin from the 

44 Biblical mi. The post-biblical name i'11{, borrowed from Greek, can hardly 
have been considered relevant to the Creation. 

45 For an explanation of this strange asymmetry, see Morag (1969-70:113-14). 
For the double realization, see Morag (1960b), Eldar (1983-4) and the 
literature cited there. 

46 The fact that one of the realizations of W is the same as the realization of 
another letter (0) cannot have been a disqualifying factor, since :l is included 
in the list even though one of its realizations was the same as the Palestinian 
realization of 1 (Eldar 1984:10-11). 

47 Conversely, it would seem that the Midrash agrees with Se/er Ye�irah in 
viewing the )1

11!':l:i 111l:J. letters as polyphonous, since there are no derashot of 
the form '1 ]l'1P1 'J J'nJ. 
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orthographic point of view, but a samekh from the phonetic point of 
view (analysis 2). Even the positioning of the o between the liries may 
hint at a

.
nalysis 2, for, according to Do tan (1972:1419), 'the older I method 

of markmg the qere was to note in the margin, or in the Babylonian 
system to mark sometimes between the lines, only that portiorl of the 
word in which there is a change.' The occasional marki1g of a 
lV realized [s] with a second, smaller lV above can be taken to mean 
'iiin is both written and read.' This interpretation of the sign l is not 
the only one possible, but in my view it is the most likely one. 

The orthographic systems of other languages have signs whi , h  seem 
to lend themselves to a similar interpretation. One such sign is �omance 
q, a c with a 'small z' (cedilla) below it. It can be viewed as a� lattempt 
to represent the hybrid nature of an entity which is a c ( =k) f

1
om the 

orthographic point of view, but a z (=[ts]) from the phonetic Ji,oint of 
view. Another such sign is Swedish a, an a with a small o aba

t
e it. It 

may also be understood as the representation of a hybrid entity. 
All of these hybrid signs have a similar history. In each case the 

I , diacritic is not original; it was added in response to 
phonemic change. 

phonetic or 

The history of q is well known. In Late Latin, /k/ was rep�esented 
by c and /ts/ was represented by z. The palatalization of /k/ before /e/ 
and /ii eventually led to a merger with /ts/. Instead of replacing c in 
that environment with z, the scribes in Spain and later in Italy and 
France occasionally placed a 'small z' under it (Pope 1973:290). 

The history of a is similar. In Old Swedish, the letter a was used 
polyphonously for the reflexes of Common Scandinavian /a/ and /a/ 
(Wessen 1958:62). In the fourteenth century, the realization of the latter 
became progressively more closed, backed, and rounded until spellings 
with o began to appear here and there. From the middle of the fifteenth 
century, the sign a is sporadically attested (Wessen 1958:45). The small 
a placed above the a served to distinguish the raised and rounded reflex 
of /a/ from the reflex of */a/. 

Like a, the sign tb developed out of an originally polyphonous letter. 
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In pre-exilic Judah, lV was used polyphonously for both /§/ - probably 
realized as the voiceless lateral fricative [½] (Steiner 1977 and 1991) -
and /s/.48 However, the merger of /§/ with Isl in the Persian period 
made the spelling of /§/ with lV an anomaly, since Isl was normally 
represented by o. Sporadic spellings with o appear already in Late 
Biblical Hebrew and the Aramaic of Elephantine, but such spellings 
were, for m ost part, successfully avoided for many centuries by 
stubbornly consel"v'1tive scribes. The older spelling with lV was not only 
retained in the biblical text but also continued to be employed later, in 
the writings of the Qumran sect (Steiner 1991:1502 -3) and even to a 
certain extent in documents from the period of the Bar-Kokhba revolt. 
Early in the post-talmudic period, a millennium after the sound change 
occurred, the Babylonian Masoretes finally acknowledged it by creating 
the sign tb.49 

11. iv AND THE ORIGIN OF K etiv-1,ere 

We have argued that Tiberian iv = Babylonian tb was viewed in the 
amoraic and geonic periods as a hybrid: a sin from the orthographic 
point of view, but a samekh from the phonetic point of view. 

The fact that this hybrid was labeled a ketiv-1,ere is hardly 
compatible with the traditional interpretation of the latter as a vehicle 
created for the purpose of preserving variant manuscript readings or 
correcting errors. Nor does it provide much support for Gordis' (1971) 

48 
49  

Clearly, analysis 2 i s  out of the question for that period. . . . All of this is very similar to Schramm's suggestion co�cernmg T1ber�an 
W quoted above, except that, for some reason, Schram� tied that. sug�estl�n 
to the unlikely possibility that 'the manuscript tradition, where T1benan <s> 

and <s> are both represented by the same skeletal letter, was based on, a 
dialect of Hebrew in which, as in Samaritan Hebrew, the sound values �f <s> 

and <S> fell together, while the oral tradition stemmed from another dialect, 
where the sound values of <b <s>, instead, merged.' 
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view of it as an apparatus50 consisting originally of commands'\ to the 
reader52 to avoid the ketiv in cases where it was blasphemous, dbscene, 
or phonetically misleading. 

I The ketiv-1,ere phenomenon is recorded, albeit only selectively 
(Yeivin 1980: § § 95,103) in an apparatus (the lists and marginal dotes of 
the Masorah), but it is not itself an apparatus. It is the sej of all 
discrepancies (including those not noted m the apparatus) betwfen the 
oral text/reading tradition (mil,ra') of the Bible and its writ en text 
tradition (masoret).53 The !,ere is rooted in oral tradition, and that is 
why, already in the first half of the ninth century, it became an ssue in 
sectarian polemics concerning the authority of oral tradition in Ju aism. 

The two text traditions probably had different custodians, the written 
one being preserved by scribes and the oral one by readers 'Breuer 
1977-8:105, 1980-1:261). To be worthy of the title !,ara', a reade had to 
have mastered all the details of the oral text/reading tradition - he had 
to be able to recite the entire Bible 'with precision'.54 That such readers 
were not dependent on a written text is clear from Jerome's te timony 
that, in studying together, the Jews recite the books of the prop�ets and 
Moses by heart (memoriter) (Krauss 1894:232) .  They read the wprd for 
' Israel' with a samekh, ignoring the fact that the scribes wrote i\ with a 

50 Gordis uses this term on pp. XIX (bis), 40, and 80. 
51  According to  Gordis (1971 :7nl ,31,79n49), the word �ere is either an 

imperative, meaning 'Read so!', or, less probably, a passive participle with 
gerundive force, meaning 'to be read so!' 

52 List 1 03 of >okhla we>okhla, which Gordis cites as evidence that the 
K ethib-Qere was addressed to readers, seems rather to have been meant as a 
guide for the scribe, for the M asorah parva of codex Leningrad Bl 9a to 
many of the words in the list notes not their *ere but their ketiv (see above). 

53 See fn. 6, above. 
54 �P1'1J 'J1nJ1 '�'Jl �n",1� ,,pi (b�id. 49a). The Talmud there contrasts the 

title kllrQ.> with the title *arylln, given to a man able to read three verses 
whe� called up to the Torah i n  the synagogue. The tllrCl' I *llroy is 
mentioned in the same breath as the tanna> I tO.noy, who had committed 
tannaitic literature to memory (bTrid. 49b; Lev. Rab. §30:1) [Margulies 
1993:690]. The division of labor between the scribes and the readers did not 
break down after the invention of the various masoretic pointing systems; the 
role of the tO.rQ >/tQ.roy simply evolved into that of the n a t d Q. n  I 
notedCln 'vocalizer.' 
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sin. Thus, the dual nature of ill is simply one manifestation of the dual 
transmission of the biblical text. 
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